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Introduction: The presence of perceptual disturbances and psych-
otic symptoms associated with substance abuse are widely known.
While the abuse of substances is becomingmore widespread, there is
a general perception that their use entails fewer risks. 25I-NBOMe is
a recently introduced hallucinogenic drug producing visual hallu-
cinations and euphoria. Although people consume it like LSD, its
chemical structure is different to LSD. 25I-NBOMe is related to other
phenylethylamine derivatives (amphetamines and mescaline).
Objectives: Present a clinical case of psychosis triggered after the
consumption of new emerging drugs and highlight that the exten-
sion of their consumption in the general population, especially in
the most vulnerable, can trigger prolonged psychotic symptoms.
Methods: We present a clinical case report of a subject who
developed perceptual disturbances and paranoid symptoms. These
lasted for months.
Results: We describe the case of a 30-year-old man who required
psychiatric admission after a single NBOMe intake five months
earlier. He began with self-referential experiences and delusional
ideas of prejudice, persecution and control in social networks. For
months, intrusive images appeared in the form of flashbacks. He
remains isolated, hardly sleeps and is easily irritated. He previously
worked and had a well social network. Since adolescence, he had
occasionally used alcohol, cannabis and cocaine. An uncle was
diagnosedwith schizophrenia. Treatment with long-term injectable
aripiprazole started, reducing the symptoms and managing to
recover work activity in a year.
Conclusions: 25I-NBOMe has its main activity as 5HT2 receptor
agonism, which is associated with increased dopaminergic activity
in the brain. Hallucinations, delusions, anxiety symptoms and
depersonalization appear during acute consumption. However,
some patients have developed a persistent hallucinatory chronic
syndrome after consumption. As its use is expanding, it probably
could increase the number of patients with induced chronic psy-
choses, especially those with greater susceptibility. One of the pos-
sible causes would be its analogous structure to other derivatives of
phenylethylamine, which increase the risk of psychosis, and another
would be the erroneous perception of being a less dangerous drug.
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Introduction: Schizophrenia is a severe mental disorder charac-
terized by negative (e.g., social withdrawal, apathy, anhedonia) and
positive (e.g., hallucinations, delusions, disorganized behaviour)
symptoms. Schizophrenia prodromal symptoms typically emerge
during the adolescence. These symptoms consist of attenuated
and/or intermittent psychotic symptoms and define the ultra-high
risk (UHR) states of schizophrenia. Approximately, 30% of UHR
individuals develop schizophrenia. It is important to find biomark-
ers associated with the conversion of schizophrenia in UHR indi-
viduals in order to develop preventive and therapeutic strategies, as
well as to gain knowledge in the ethiopathology of the disorder. In
this regard, epigenetic variations have been identified as potential
biomarkers associated with the conversion to schizophrenia, but
the lack of research prevent to draw final conclusions.
Objectives: The objective of this communication is to report the
study protocol of the research project named “Epigenetic variations
associated with the conversion of schizophrenia in ultra-high risk
adolescents”. Its aim is to analyze the epigenetic marks that predict
the development of schizophrenia in UHR youths.
Methods: A 4-year observational follow-up study will be con-
ducted, assessing three groups of adolescents who have sought
clinical hep: 1) UHR group composed of individuals who have
developed schizophrenia at the end of the follow-up; 2) UHR group
composed of individuals who did not develop schizophrenia at the
end of the follow-up; 3) a group composed of non-UHR individ-
uals. Epigenetic marks will be analyzed in the peripheral blood of all
the participants each 6 months. Clinical (i.e., positive and negative
symptoms, depressive symptoms, anxiety symptoms, global func-
tioning, traumatic events, alcohol and other toxics consumption)
and sociodemographic data (i.e., age, sex, migration status, ethni-
city, socio-cultural status, academic achievements) will be also
assessed through standardized questionnaires.
Results:We hypothesize that specific epigenetic marks will predict
the conversion of schizophrenia in the UHR group. Moreover,
interactions between epigenetic variations and sociodemographic
data will differentiate the three groups after the follow-up.
Conclusions: The findings of this project will help to develop
preventive and therapeutic strategies, as well as to gain knowledge
in the etiopathological pathways of schizophrenia.
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Introduction: Schizophrenia is a chronic psychiatric illness with
symptoms in positive, negative and cognitive domain.The interplay
of dietary folic acid intake with common genetic variants that
influence folate metabolism, has potential implications for Schizo-
phrenia pathogenesis and treatment.Therefore, it’s deficiency has
been identified as a risk factor for Schizophrenia through epidemio-
logic, biochemical and gene association studies.
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